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Abstract. In this paper, some problems related to the design of decentralized cdntrollers are 
considered. Due to information structure constraints on the systems, we are interested in determine 
when a gain.matrix corresponding to a controllaw can be designed having a required structure. 
To discuss this issue, we consider some generic classes ofsystems with different control strategies: 
optimal overlapping control, guaranteed cost control and H .. control. For each one of them, two 
scenarios are supposed: state feedback and output feedback controllers. In this line, some new 
contributions are offered. . 
1 Introduction 
The dynamic behavior of many physical processes is frequently complexo This situation míÍ­
urally motivates the development of effective methods of control, taking into account particular 
features of these systems. Decentralized control can be a useful strategy to design eontrollers 
when the systems present complexities. Moreover, in many practical systems, specific structures 
of controllers are needed. The most obvious restrictions are those that are structural in nature. 
Thus, when information-structure constraints appear, the necessity of designing galn control ma­
trices having preassigned structures arises. Different structures of the galn matrices are usually 
considered when information structure constraints occur [17], [19]. In the paper, sorne problems 
related to the design of galn matrices having predetermined structures are presented and discussed. 
On the other hand, large-scale and complex systems are usually composed by subsystems shar­
ing sorne components. These systems can be treated as interconnected but with overlapped parts. 
In this case, it is advantageous to utilize actuators sharing the information only arnong their neigh­
bor subsystems but not with the overall subsystems, having "semidecentralized" feedback control 
structures. Overlapping information sets and the inclusion principIe give a useful framework for 
such a designo A key point for this purpose is to obtain expanded systems with weak interconnec­
tions. Then, "virtual" decentralized controllers in the (non real) expanded system are designed, 
which are further transformed to be implemented into the real system as a unique controller [7], 
[16]. This method has been applied to different claS'S'es of overlapped systems and problems as 
illustrated for instance in [3], [4], [13], [15]. 
Our study is focussed on the obtention of galn mátrices having a predetermined zero-nonzero 
structure, by considering state and output feedback control. We have focused the study on three 
kinds of control criteria: optimal control, guaranteed cost control and H .. control. Sorne new 
results are presented. 
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2 Overlapping quadratic optimal control 
The inclusion principIe provides conditions under which an initial system, wilh shared compo­
nents, can be expanded to a higher dimensional space so Ihat !he overlapped subsystems appear 
as disjoint. The expandedcspace contains Ihe essential information about Ihe initial one in such 
a manner lhat a control ~thodology can be advantageously designed for this system and trans­
formed (contracted) to l1fve a final controIlaw which i8 implementable into Ihe initial system [7], 
[8], [9], [16]. The inc1usion principIe has been studied and applied satisfactory in different areas 
as mechanical systems [2], electric power systems [11], vehic1es [12], [14] or control of structures 
[1]. 
Next, we summarize briefiy Ihe main ideas involved in Ihe inc1usion principIe. Consider two 
linear time-invariant systems given by 
S: x(t)=Ax(t) +Bu(t), s: i(t)=Áx(t)+Bu(t), (1) 
where x(t)ElR", U(t)ElRm are Ihe states and Ihe inputs for Ihe system S at time tElR+ and x(t) ElR1 , 
u(t) ElR'" are Ihe states and Ihe inputs for S. Matrices A, B and Á, B are constant of dimensions 
nxn, nxm and ñxñ, ñxm, respectively. Suppose Ihat Ihe dimensions oflhe state and input vectors 
x(t), u(t) of S are smaller!han Ihose of x(t), u(t) of S. Denote x(t)=(t;xQ,u) Ihe state behavior 
of S for a fixed input u(t) and for an initial state x(O)=o. An analogous notation x(t ):::;i(t;xQ, u) is 
used for Ihe state behavior o{S. 
Consider Ihe following transformations: 
(2) 
where V, U, R, Q are full-rank matrices such Ihat UV=In and QR=Im, where In, 1m denote the 
identity matrices of indicated dimensions. 
Definition 1 (Inclusion PrincipIe) A system S includes the system S. denoted by 8:>8. if there 
exists a quadruplet ofmatrices (U, V, Q,R) satisfying UV=Im QR=Im such thatforany initial state 
XQ and any fixed input u(t) of 8. the choice xo=Vxo and ü(t)=Ru(t) implies x(t;xo,u)=Ux(t;xo,u) 
for all t ~ O. Figure 1 represents graphically this definitíon. 
Fig.l Inclusion principIe 
Associated wilh Ihe systems S and S given in (1), we consider Ihe quadratic cost functions 
J (xo,u(t)) =lo"" [xT (t )Q·x(t) +uT(t)R*u(t)] dt, 

l(xo,u(t)) =lo"" [xT (t)Q*x(t) +¡¡T (t)R*u(t)] dt, (3) 
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where Q*. 0* and R*, R* are symmetric positive semidefinite and symmetric positive definite 
matrices, respectively. 
Assume that the system S given in (1) has the following structure: 
I (4) 
where Au, Bjj for i=1,2,3, j=1,2,3 are n¡xn¡. n¡xmj dimensional matrices. respectively. and 
En¡=n. Emj=m. The expansion-contraction matrices are usually selected in the form 
/n l o o 1o /nz o 
V= 01'lO'[ o o /n3 
The expanded matrices A. B, 0* and R* of Scan be expressed as 
where M, N, MQ> and NR> are complementary matrices !hat can be chosen conv~niently by the 
designer [3], [4], [5J. [6J. The expanded matrices A=VAU and B=VBQ. without adding the com­
plementary matrices M and N, have the form 
A= [~11 ~IZ]
All AZ2 (7) 
In tbis process, the basic idea is to achieve decoupled or wealdy coupled expanded systems. Por 
this reason, a proper choice of M and l'! is required [8J. [9J, [10J. In the expanded system S, we 
can denote 
S¡ : i¡(t) Al1 XI (t) +BlJ ul(t)+A¡2X2(t) +B12U2(t), (8)
82: i 2(t) =A22X2(t)+B22U2(t) +A2¡XI(t)+B2¡ U¡(t), 
where Aij, B¡j. i,j=1,2, i",j are the interconnection matrices. The decoupled subsystems can be 
expressed in the following form: 
8~: i¡(t) =AlJx¡(t)+BnuI(t), 
denoted by 
(10) 
in a more compact form, where AD =diag{An,A22}' BD =diag{Bll¡B22}, With each subsystem 
given in (9) it is possible to associate local cost fúnctions given by 
J~(XlO,U¡(t» =fooo [x[(t)Oi¡X¡(t)+ítf(t)Ri¡uI(t)] dt, 
(11) 
J; (x20,ih(t» = fooo [xI (t)022X2(t) +aI(t)R22U2(t)] dt, 
where xlO and ~ are the initial states of S~ and S~, respectively, and 011 , Oh. Ri ¡ and Riz are 
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where Q;=diag{Qh,Qh}, R;=diag{Ri¡,Rh}. The local controllaws corresponding to the de­
2';1 -z
coupled expanded subsystems 1)D and SD are given by 
141(t) = Kuit(t), 142(t) = K22i z(t). (13) 
This type of feedbacYjontrol is caUed overlapping control. The problem of designing ov!rlapping 
controllers can be forrnulated as a decentralized control problem in the expanded space S. 
The goal is to implement an overlapping controll~r in the system S, denoted by ul)(t)=Kl)x(t), 
but as a contraction of the controllaw Ul) (t ):kl)x(t) designed in S. Then, according to the previous 
structures, the gain matrices in the expanded and initial systems have the foUowing forrn: 
contraction - [* * O]
---; Kl) QKl)V= * * * . (14) 
0** 
Remark 1 In this case, a quadratic optimal control has been applied to obtain the control/ers 
al (t) and 142(t). However, other control entena can be used fol/owing the proposed strategy of 
designo We can observe that UI (t) uses the information contained in Xt (t) and xz(t) but does not 
use X3(t). Analogously, U3(t) only uses the informatíon on X2(t) and X3(t) but does not use XI (t). 
Dealing with large-scale systems, where the number ofvariables can be notable, a decentralized 
control design may be a convenient approach. 
3 Guaranteed cost control 
Consider a class of linear continuous-time uncertain systems described by the equations 
S: i(t) = [A+M(t))x(t) + [B+M(t)) u(t), (15)
y(t) =:= Cyx(t), 
where X(t)ERn corresponds to the state, u(t)ERm is the input control andy(t)ERq is the measured 
output. A, B and Cy are known, real and constant matrices of appropriate dimensions. Norrn­
bounded time-varying uncertainties are supposed in the forrn 
(16) 
where HA' EA' Hn and En are known real constant matrices ofappropriate dimensions and FA' Fg· are 
unknown real time-varying matrices with Lebesgue measurable elements satisfying Fl (t )F¡(t) ,,; 1, 
forí:A,B. 
Associated with the system (15) we consider the cost function 
(17) 
where Q. and R* are symmetric positive semidefinite and symmetric' positive definite matrices, 
respectively. 
The idea is to design robust controllers which make the resulting closed-loop systems not only 
asymptotically stable but also guaranteeing an adequate level of performance. The performance 
is measured with the standard quadratic cost function and an upper bound for the cost function is 
obtained. 
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Tbeorem 1 Consider the system (15) satisfying (16) with an associated costfunction (17). Sup­
pose tkm there exist matrices X>O, Y, and scalars 0;1>0, 0;2>0 such tkm the following linear 
matrix inequality 
w, x XE! yTE~ yT 1 
XT -[Q'¡-' O O O 

EAX O -G¡l o o < O (18) 

EBY o O -a¡¡I O 
Y O O O -[R'J-t 
I [ 
isfeasible, whereWI =AX +XAT+BY +yTBT+o;IHAHJ +~BH;' Then, theoutputfeedback 
controller u(t )=Ky(t) is a quadratic guaranteed cost controller for the uncertain closed-loop sys­
tem (15), where KCy=YX- I. Moreover; J:¡; x;X-1xo' 
3.1 State feedback control 
Consider Cy=I, the identity matrix, in the system (15). In this case, the controllaw u(t) is a 
state feedback controller having the form u(t )=Kx(t), where the gain matrix K=YX- I is obtained 
directIy. When stnlctural constraints appear in the model, it is necessary to consider sorne restric­
tions on the gain matrix K. Theorem 1 provides a gain matrix K, assuming that the LMI (18) 
ís feasible, but without requirements on its structure. However, by using an LMI approach, we 
can impose sorne structural conditions on the variable matrices X and Y. Thus, if the matrix X 
has a diagonal form, the gain matrix K adopts the same structure that the matrix Y. which can be 
imposed a priori. For example, 
K = [* * O] =YX- 1= Yl2 O] [X~I X~2 ~ ]-1[YII (19) 
0** 0Y22Y23 O O X33 
In general, this assertion ís only true when the matrix X has a diagonal formo Moreover, the 
reduction in the number of variables in the LMI (18) can have a detrimental effect on the feasibility 
of the problem. Other factorizations ofthe gain matrix K=YX-1 have been studied [17], [18], [19], 
[20], but not always with satisfactory results. 
3.2 Output feedback control 
From Theorem 1, when an output feedback controller is considered, the cOQtrol gain matrix 
is given implicitIy by the relation KCy=YX-1• Then, two issues appear simultm¡eously: (1) how 
to isolate the gain matrix K, and (2) how to impose sorne desired structure on K. To solve the 
problem (1), the following strategy can be used [18]: 
Step 1) Select a full rank mamx Q of n x (n - q) dimension such that CyQ=O. 
Step 2) Solve the LMI given in (18) with 
(20) 
whereXq andXc are unknown symmetric matrices ofdimensions (n-q) x (n-q) and qxq, respec­
tively, and Yc is an unknown m x q dimensional matrix. 
Step 3) Supposing feasible the LMI (18), compute the gain matrix K as 
(21) 
where Xo=QXqQT +CJ [CyCJ]-I Cy. The procedure guarantees KCy=YX- I • This algorithm 
solves (l) but can 110t be used to obtain a preassigned structure on the matrix K. 
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Remark 2 Other design strategies can be found in the literature to solve these problems. How­
ever, in many cases, the reduction ofthe numberofvariables in the LMI resultingfrom the change 
ofvariables leads to infeasibility. In other cases, the process depends on trial-error selection of 
sorne matrices and, in this case, the algorithm does not always assure feasibility ofthe problem. 
4 	 H .. control I 
Consider a class of linear continuous-time uncertain systems described by the equations 
S: x(t) = [A+M(t)]x(t) + [B+M(t)] u(t) +B¡w(t), 
y(t) =Cyx(t), (22) 
z(t) Cx(t)+Du(t), 
where x(t)ER" corresponds lo the state, u(t)ERm is the input control, W(t)E~ [0,00) the distur­
bance input,y(t)ERI is the measured output, and z(t)ERq is the controlled output. A, B, B¡, Cy' C, 
D are known, real and constant matrices of appropriate dimensions. Norm-bounded time-varying 
uncertainties satisfy (16). 
The H .. control objective is to design controllers such that the c1osed-loop system is stable 
guaranteeing the disturbance attenuation ofthe closed-Ioop system from w(t) to z(t), i.e. 
IIz(t) 112 ~ y II w(t) lb, pO, 	 (23) 
for all non-zero w(t), under zero initial conditions. In this paper, an LMI approach is used. With 
this idea in mind, consider an output feedback controller in the forro u(t) = Ky(t) for the system 
(22), where KERmxl. 
Theorem 2 Consider a linear continuous-time uncertain system given in (22) with nonn-bounded 
uncertainties (16) and a scalar '(>0. For given scalars 1)1>0, 0<1h<1, suppose that there exists 
a symmetric positive-definite matrix X and a matrix W such that the following linear matrix in­
equality 
WI XE¡ x WTE! Wl]
EAX -1 o o o 
x O -1 O O <O (24) 
[ EIIW o o -~II o 
W2 o o O -~I 
holds, where 
W¡ =AX+XAT +BW+[BW]T +HAH; +(I+I)¡)HIIH; +y-2B¡BL (25)
W2=CX+DW. 
Then, there exists an output feedback controller in the fonn u(t)=Ky(t) such that the resulting 
closed-loop system is asymptotically stable with H .. nonn-bound y. Moreover, the control gain 
matrix K is given implicitly as KCy=WX-¡. 
Remark 3 Here, the problem is similar to the guaranteed qUadratic output feedback control case. 
Now, we proposed a change ofvariables which allow to obtain exP'licitly the matrix K, taking into 
account a preassigned zero-nonzero structure on the matrix K. 
4.1 State feedback control 
If we consider tha! Cy=Id in the system (22), then the gain matrix obtained from Theorem 2 
has the forro K=WX- 1• Then, due to the fiexibility given by using an LMI approach, it is possible 
to impose the same structures as given in (19) on the variablé matrices X and W. However, in 
general, it is not possible to achieve a particular forro of the gain matrix K. 
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4.2 Output feedback control 
4.2.1 Change of variables 
Sorne strategies have been studied to obtain output feedback controllers [17], [19]. Here, the 
following chan70fVariableS, by adapting sorne previous ideas presented in [18], [20], are used: 
X nXo +QXcQT, W =WcCyXu, 	 (26) 
where a>O is a scalar variable, XO is a constant symmetric matrix selected a priori, Xc and Wc 
are unknown (n -1) x (n -1) and (m x 1) dimensional matrices, respectively, and Q is a constant 
nx (n -/) dimensional matrix such that rank Q~(n 1) verifying QTcJ=O. Obviously, the selec­
tion of the matrix XO is not unique. It can be observed that 
xc; =CJXoC; +QXcQTC; = CJXoC; ==> a-ICy =CyXOX-I. (27) . 
From (26) and (27), we have 
(28) 
Consider the Theorem 2. with the change of variables given in (26). If the LMI (24) is feasible 
for the new variables a, Xc and Wc• then KCy=WX-1 implies KCy=a-IWcCy • As a result, amatrix 
K satisfying the previous equality can be chosen in the form 
(29) 
Remark 4 By means of these changes of variables, two advantages are obtained: (1) the gain 
matrix K can be isolated, and (2) a zero-nonzero structure on the matrix K can be specified a 
priori, by imposing a desired structure on Wc in the corresponding 1MI. The same idea could be 
applied to the output feedback guaranteed cost control. 
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S 	 Conclusions 
Decentralized control strategies, when information structure constraints appear, have been dis­
cussed in the papero Sorne generic classes of systems with different control crlteria have been 
considered. Two kinds of control laws, state feedback and output feedback control laws, have 
been studied. In both cases, the possibility to obtain a preassigned gain matrix K has been com­
mented. 
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